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Ultimate SQL How-To Guide
You've learned the basics of writing a SELECT query, inserting data, and updating data.

But in the real world, you'll need to use these skills to achieve certain results.

That's what this guide is about - showing you how to do a range of common tasks in SQL.

You'll learn how to use the SQL you've learned to write queries that do the things you need to do quite
often, across different projects, and throughout your career.

Each of the 20 items in this guide includes an explanation of what the task is, sample SQL code for the
solution based on a sample database, and an explanation of the solution.

Sample SQL Code and Database

The sample SQL code exists for Oracle, SQL Server, MySQL, and Postgres. If you're using another
vendor, you may be able to tweak the code to get it working.

The SQL code uses a sample database for a bookstore called Gravity. The scripts to populate this
sample data are available on my GitHub repository here:
https://github.com/bbrumm/databasestar/tree/main/sample_databases/sample_db_gravity

If you want to find out more about the database, such as an explanation of each table and a Entity
Relationship Diagram, check out the guide here:
https://www.databasestar.com/sample-bookstore-database/

Let’s get right into it.

https://github.com/bbrumm/databasestar/tree/main/sample_databases/sample_db_gravity
https://www.databasestar.com/sample-bookstore-database/
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How to Insert Multiple Rows

You can use the INSERT statement to insert a single row into a table.

But what if you want to insert multiple rows?

You may have data in a spreadsheet, or another table, or an application, or some other data source.

You could write separate INSERT statements to do this, which will work. However, there is a
performance impact because each statement has a bit of overhead while running it.

Fortunately, in SQL, you can insert more than one row at once.

Here's now.

SQL Server, MySQL, Postgres

INSERT INTO customer (customer_id, first_name, last_name, email) VALUES

(1, 'John', 'Smith', 'jsmith@microsoft.com'),

(2, 'Sarah', 'Jones', 'sarahjones@spotify.com'),

(3, 'Mark', 'Johnson', 'markj@att.com');

This code inserts 3 new records into the customer table. Notice that the INSERT is only specified once,
and the VALUES clause (the part after the VALUES word) has three sets of data in brackets.

This statement will run and will insert three rows. You'll get a single row of output in your IDE saying 3
rows have been inserted.

However, the solution for Oracle is different.

Oracle

INSERT ALL

INTO customer (customer_id, first_name, last_name, email)

VALUES (1, 'John', 'Smith', 'jsmith@microsoft.com')

INTO customer (customer_id, first_name, last_name, email)

(2, 'Sarah', 'Jones', 'sarahjones@spotify.com')

INTO customer (customer_id, first_name, last_name, email)

(3, 'Mark', 'Johnson', 'markj@att.com')

SELECT * FROM dual;
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Oracle does not support multiple values being inserted in the same way. You can use this method as an
alternative. You specify the word ALL, and then repeat the INTO customer, field names, and values.

At the end, there is a SELECT * FROM dual, because the INSERT ALL expects to get data from a table.

This solution is a bit more wordy than the other vendors. It also doesn't work well with sequences - if
you specify a sequence nextval in these rows, all rows will get the same value, which could cause
issues.

You may want to consider inserting individual rows if you work with Oracle and if these points are an
issue for your query.

I've written more on this here: https://www.databasestar.com/sql-insert-multiple-rows/
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How to Find Duplicate Rows

One day you'll find a table that has duplicate rows. You might stumble across this in your work. Or you
might get asked to find if there are any duplicate rows in the table.

A duplicate row may exist if the data is the same between rows, but the primary key values may be
different.

Let's set up some data to show an example.

We'll insert a few rows into the customer table.

INSERT INTO customer (customer_id, first_name, last_name, email) VALUES

(2001, 'John', 'Smith', 'jsmith@microsoft.com'),

(2002, 'Sarah', 'Jones', 'sarahjones@spotify.com'),

(2003, 'Mark', 'Johnson', 'markj@att.com'),

(2004, 'Mark', 'Johnson', 'markj25@gmail.com'),

(2005, 'John', 'Smith', 'jsmith@microsoft.com');

Notice that there are two John Smith rows and two Mark Johnson rows.

The main thing we need to do as part of finding duplicates is to decide: what is a duplicate row? What
combination of fields needs to be the same between two rows for them to be a duplicate?

In this example, we can say that a row is a duplicate if they have the same first name, last name, and
email.

Here's a query to find the number of duplicates:

Oracle, SQL Server, MySQL, Postgres

SELECT COUNT(*)

FROM customer a

WHERE a.customer_id IN

(SELECT customer_id FROM

(SELECT

customer_id,

ROW_NUMBER() OVER
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(PARTITION BY first_name, last_name, email

ORDER BY customer_id) AS dup

FROM customer) AS dup_list

WHERE dup > 1

);

There is a lot happening in this query. We have a subquery that finds the customer_id, and the
row_number function. This function is written as a window function, which will calculate the row
number across records with the same first_name, last_name, and email. It gives this column an alias of
dup.

Outside the innermost query we find the customer_id values that have a dup value of greater than 1,
meaning they are a duplicate of other rows.

Finally, the outer query shows a count of customer records found in that subquery.

The final result is a value of 1.

This means there is 1 duplicate row.

The key part of this query is the PARTITION BY clause. This is where the columns have been added
that identify a duplicate: first_name, last_name, email.

What if we want to know what those duplicates are?

We can run this query, which is very similar:

Oracle, SQL Server, MySQL, Postgres

SELECT *

FROM customer a

WHERE a.customer_id IN

(SELECT customer_id FROM

(SELECT

customer_id,

ROW_NUMBER() OVER

(PARTITION BY first_name, last_name, email

ORDER BY customer_id) AS dup

FROM customer) AS dup_list

WHERE dup > 1
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);

We select the columns from the customer table where the duplicates are identified.

This will show 1 row: the customer with an id of 2005, which is the second John Smith with the same
email.

So, that's how you can find duplicate rows in a table.
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How to Delete Duplicate Rows

You've found some duplicate rows using the query in the earlier point.

Or you have some other method.

Now you want to delete the duplicate rows.

There are several ways to do this, depending on your vendor.

The easiest way, I think, is to use the query from the previous step and change it to a DELETE query.

This will also allow you to see the data you delete before you delete it (because you can run the
SELECT first, then run the DELETE).

Here's the query.

Oracle, SQL Server, MySQL, Postgres

DELETE FROM customer a

WHERE a.customer_id IN

(SELECT customer_id FROM

(SELECT

customer_id,

ROW_NUMBER() OVER

(PARTITION BY first_name, last_name, email

ORDER BY customer_id) AS dup

FROM customer) AS dup_list

WHERE dup > 1

);

Just like the earlier query, it finds the duplicates based on the columns identified in the PARTITION BY
clause.
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How to Paginate Data

Pagination is a feature in applications that splits results into different "pages" to make it easier to
display and work with the data.

A common example is Google. When you search for something on Google, you see 10 results. This is
the first page of the Google results. You click Next, and you see the next 10 results, or results 11-20.

This is what pagination does.

You can write a SELECT query that performs this pagination, so you don't need to do complex logic
inside your application.

The method to do it is different in each vendor.

Here are the queries. All of them show 10 records starting after the first 20 records, so records 21-30.

Oracle, SQL Server, Postgres

SELECT

book_id,

title,

isbn_13,

publication_date

FROM book

ORDER BY publication_date DESC, book_id ASC;

OFFSET 20 ROWS

FETCH NEXT 10 ROWS ONLY;

This query uses the OFFSET and FETCH keywords. It specifies that the results should start with the
row after the first 20, and only get the next 10 rows.

It's based on the ORDER BY clause. This finds the books based on the most recent publication date.

A helpful tip for these queries is to add a unique value to the ORDER BY clause. This will mean that the
ordering is the same when you run the query for different pages, which means you'll avoid rows going
missing between pages.

Another helpful tip is to specify the offset value using a bind variable, which I'll explain later in this
guide.
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MySQL

SELECT

book_id,

title,

isbn_13,

publication_date

FROM book

ORDER BY publication_date DESC, book_id ASC;

LIMIT 10 OFFSET 20;

MySQL doesn't yet support the OFFSET and FETCH keywords, but we can use the LIMIT and OFFSET
keywords to do the same thing.

Just like the other method, it's a good idea to add a unique value to the ORDER BY clause. This will
mean that the ordering is the same when you run the query for different pages, which means you'll
avoid rows going missing between pages.

If you want to know more about this concept, which is called "row limiting", read my post here:
https://www.databasestar.com/sql-limit/
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How to Generate Ranks for Rows

If you need to show ranking of records, you can do it in SQL. You might need to do this if you're
displaying a "standings" table or "ladder" for a sports league, or a report to show regions with the most
sales, for example.

You can do this in SQL using the RANK function.

Oracle, SQL Server, MySQL, Postgres

SELECT

RANK() OVER (ORDER BY num_pages DESC) AS book_rank,

book_id,

title,

num_pages

FROM book

ORDER BY book_rank ASC;

This query ranks book records by the number of pages, from most to least.

This is done by using the RANK function as a window function, with the ORDER BY num_pages DESC
inside the function indicating how the rank is calculated.

This RANK function calculates numbers from 1 and increases the number for each value.

If there is a tie (two books with the same num_pages), RANK gives them the same value, and skips
ahead.

So, you might end up with a list like this:

● 1
● 2
● 3
● 3
● 5

The rank of 4 was skipped as the records was tied with the 3rd-ranked book.

An alternative is using the DENSE_RANK function. This allocates the same ranks for tied values, but
does not skip.

Your list may look like this with DENSE_RANK:

● 1
● 2
● 3
● 3
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● 4

The value of 4 is not skipped.

For more about ranking data in SQL, read my guide here: https://www.databasestar.com/sql-rank/
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How to Generate ID Numbers

A common task in SQL is generating unique ID numbers for use as primary keys or other purposes.

You can use a feature in most SQL vendors called "auto increment" or "identity".

The syntax is different for each vendor, but once you have a table with this feature, you can insert
records without specifying a value for the column, and the database generates a unique value.

It's much easier than having an application do it, or having a separate table that gets queried to get
values.

Here's how you can create a new table, called product, that generates ID numbers for its primary key
column called product_id.

Oracle

CREATE TABLE product (

product_id NUMBER(10)

GENERATED BY DEFAULT ON NULL AS IDENTITY PRIMARY KEY,

product_name VARCHAR2(200),

price INT

);

In Oracle you can add the GENERATED BY DEFAULT… clause after you define a column. This means
the column is defined as an identity column, and values are generated automatically.

This was a feature introduced a few versions ago in Oracle. An alternative to this is to use a sequence,
which you may have seen before, and works in a similar way.

SQL Server

CREATE TABLE product (

product_id INT IDENTITY (1, 1) PRIMARY KEY,

product_name VARCHAR(200),

price INT

);
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SQL Server also uses an IDENTITY feature, but you only need to specify the IDENTITY keyword. After
the keyword is a pair of brackets and values. These values specify the starting value of the identity
(which is 1) and the increment for each value (which is also 1).

MySQL

CREATE TABLE product (

product_id INT AUTO_INCREMENT PRIMARY KEY,

product_name VARCHAR(200),

price INT

);

In MySQL you use the AUTO_INCREMENT keyword. Notice that there is an underscore between
AUTO and INCREMENT.

Postgres

CREATE TABLE product (

product_id INT GENERATED BY DEFAULT AS IDENTITY PRIMARY KEY,

product_name VARCHAR(200),

price INT

);

The Postgres method is similar to Oracle, but I've separated it because the data type in the example is
different.

You specify the GENERATED BY DEFAULT… keyword, and values are generated automatically for this
column.

There are a couple of other methods available in Postgres.

For more about generating ID values, check out my guide here:
https://www.databasestar.com/sql-auto-increment/
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How to Generate a Running Total

A running total is a total that is calculated from the current row as well as all previous rows.

You may want to show the total value of orders on the day so far, or something like that.

In this example, we want a query to show the total price of all orders for a day so far.

We can do this using window functions.

Oracle, SQL Server, MySQL, Postgres

SELECT

cu.order_id,

cu.order_date,

SUM(ol.price) AS order_total

SUM(ol.price) OVER (ORDER BY cu.order_id ASC) AS running_total

FROM cust_order cu

INNER JOIN order_line ol ON co.order_id = ol.order_id

GROUP BY cu.order_id, cu.order_date

ORDER BY cuorder_id ASC;

This query shows the order id and order date. We also see the order total for the order.

The final column uses the OVER clause of the SUM function, to generate a running total of the price
value of all orders for the day so far.

If you want to learn more about window functions and running totals, check out my guide here:
https://www.databasestar.com/sql-window-functions/
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How to Generate Subtotals and Overall Totals

To generate a total, or a sum of values, you can use the SUM function.

If you want to see a total for groups of values, such as a sum of order amounts for each date, you can
use GROUP BY with SUM.

However, what if you want to show several columns, the total for each different combination of
columns, and the total for all values?

For example, let's say you want to see the total number of books for each publisher and language.

You may have a query like this:

SELECT

p.publisher_name,

l.language_name,

COUNT(b.book_id)

FROM book b

INNER JOIN publisher p ON b.publisher_id = p.publisher_id

INNER JOIN book_language l ON b.language_id = l.language_id

GROUP BY p.publisher_name, l.language_name

ORDER BY p.publisher_name, l.language_name;

This query will show the publisher name, language name, and the count of books for that publisher and
language.

What if you wanted to also see:

● the number of books for a publisher for all languages
● the number of books for a language for all publishers
● the number of books for all languages and publishers

So, something like this:

publisher_name language_name count

Apress English 5

Apress Spanish 3

Apress 8
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O'Reilly English 10

O'Reilly Spanish 14

O'Reilly French 6

O'Reilly 30

English 15

Spanish 17

French 6

38

You could use application code or some other reporting tool feature to do this.

Or, you could use some features of the GROUP BY clause.

Here's how to do it.

Oracle, SQL Server, Postgres

SELECT

p.publisher_name,

l.language_name,

COUNT(b.book_id)

FROM book b

INNER JOIN publisher p ON b.publisher_id = p.publisher_id

INNER JOIN book_language l ON b.language_id = l.language_id

GROUP BY CUBE(p.publisher_name, l.language_name)

ORDER BY p.publisher_name, l.language_name;

This query uses the CUBE keyword in the GROUP BY clause. This will create groups of records for all
combinations of the fields in the brackets, as well as totals for all options of each field, and an overall
total.

This will give the output shown above.

MySQL
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SELECT

p.publisher_name,

l.language_name,

COUNT(b.book_id)

FROM book b

INNER JOIN publisher p ON b.publisher_id = p.publisher_id

INNER JOIN book_language l ON b.language_id = l.language_id

GROUP BY p.publisher_name, l.language_name WITH ROLLUP

ORDER BY p.publisher_name, l.language_name;

It's done a bit differently in MySQL. We use a feature called WITH ROLLUP, which does the same
thing, and shows totals for each combination, subtotals, and an overall total.

For more about the GROUP BY clause and different keywords, read my guide here:
https://www.databasestar.com/sql-group-by/
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How to Find Records that Match Highest Value

Occasionally you might have to find records which meet criteria that are compared against other
records in the same table.

What does this mean?

You'll need to check how each row compares against other rows in the table.

For example, find all customer orders that have been ordered on the most recent date.

To find the most recent date, you need to query the customer order table. The result of that is used to
check against all other orders.

To do this, you use a subquery along with the MAX function.

SELECT

order_id,

DATE(order_date) AS order_date,

customer_id

FROM cust_order

WHERE DATE(order_date) = (

SELECT MAX(DATE(order_date))

FROM cust_order

);

This subquery finds the maximum order date. It then uses this value to compare against the outer
query.

Note: this query uses the DATE function on order_date because the order_date column stores date
and time. If your column is date only (and no time), you won't need this date function.

You can also write this query using a CTE, which defines the max order date as a named query.

WITH max_order_date AS (

SELECT MAX(DATE(order_date)) AS max_date

FROM cust_order

)

SELECT
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order_id,

DATE(order_date) AS order_date,

customer_id

FROM cust_order co

INNER JOIN max_order_date md ON DATE(co.order_date) = md.max_date

The results are the same. It might seem like the query is more complicated, but it's a good concept to
use once your queries start getting more complicated.
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How to Find Records Below Average for a Value

Just like the previous tip, you might also need to find records that are greater or less than the average
of rows in the table.

For example, people taller than the average height, team scores higher than the average, or customer
orders higher than the average.

To do this, you can use a similar concept: a subquery that compares to the AVG function.

Here's an example that shows books that have fewer than the average number of pages.

SELECT

isbn13,

title,

num_pages,

publication_date

FROM book

WHERE num_pages < (

SELECT AVG(num_pages)

FROM book

);

Just like the previous example, this query uses a subquery result to compare against the main table.
We find the average number of pages, then find all books that have their number of pages less than this
average.

To write this query using a CTE:

WITH avg_num_pages AS (

SELECT AVG(num_pages) AS avg_pages

FROM book

)

SELECT

b.isbn13,

b.title,
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b.num_pages,

b.publication_date

FROM book b

INNER JOIN avg_num_pages a ON b.num_pages < a.avg_pages;
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How to Find Number of Distinct Values

When you want to learn more about the data in a table, you often want to know the kind of values that
exist in a column.

There are a few ways to do this.

To find the number of unique values in a column, use COUNT and DISTINCT, but put the DISTINCT
inside the COUNT function.

SELECT COUNT(DISTINCT city)

FROM address;

This will show the number of unique city values in the address table.

What if you want to see what those values are?

To see the unique values:

SELECT DISTINCT city

FROM address;

This will show each unique city value in the address column.

The next step is to find out how common each of those values are. To do this, you can use COUNT and
GROUP BY.

SELECT city, COUNT(*)

FROM address

GROUP BY city

ORDER BY COUNT(*) DESC;

This will show the city name, the count of records in the address table for that city, and order the
results with the most common values at the top.
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How to Find Data Differences Between Two tables

If you've got two different tables that have a similar structure, you might want to see the data that is
different between them.

This can be helpful for testing, or checking if tables in different environments are the same, or a range
of other reasons.

For this example, let's set up some simple tables.

CREATE TABLE book_list_1 AS

SELECT book_id, title, isbn13, language_id, publication_date,
publisher_id

FROM book

WHERE book_id IN (

1, 2, 3, 6, 8, 9

);

CREATE TABLE book_list_2 AS

SELECT book_id, title, isbn13, language_id, publication_date,
publisher_id

FROM book

WHERE book_id IN (

2, 3, 5, 6, 7

);

We have two tables, book_list_1 and book_list_2, that show books with certain IDs. The records are
different in each table, but there are some overlaps.

How can we find the differences?

We can use a query like this:
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SELECT

'In book1 but not book2' AS diff_label,

b1.book_id,

b1.title,

b1.isbn13,

b1.language_id,

b1.publication_date,

b1.publisher_id

FROM book_list_1 b1

WHERE NOT EXISTS (

SELECT b2.book_id

FROM book_list_2 b2

WHERE b2.book_id = b1.book_id

)

UNION ALL

SELECT

'In book2 but not book1',

b2.book_id,

b2.title,

b2.isbn13,

b2.language_id,

b2.publication_date,

b2.publisher_id

FROM book_list_2 b2

WHERE NOT EXISTS (

SELECT b1.book_id
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FROM book_list_1 b1

WHERE b1.book_id = b2.book_id

);

This query is longer than the others in this guide, and here's what it does:

● There are two similar queries combined using a UNION ALL statement. This is because we
want to find "all records in table 1 not in table 2", and combine it with "all records in table 2 not
in table 1".

● We use NOT EXISTS to find records where the ID does not exist in the other table.
● The first column is a simple text value that indicates which table the row exists in. Without this,

we wouldn't know if the row is from table 1 or table 2.

We could use keywords like MINUS or EXCEPT instead of this type of query. However, with MINUS
and EXCEPT, the differences are compared based on the columns you display, which is limiting.

In this example we can find mismatching data based on one criteria and show different values.
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How to Find Structural Differences Between Two Tables

Finding the data differences between one table is one way to show differences.

What if you want to see structural differences? What if you want to compare two tables and see which
columns don't match between the two?

You can do that by querying the data dictionary in the database, which shows information about
database objects.

MySQL, SQL Server, Postgres

SELECT

table_name,

column_name,

data_type

COUNT(*) AS rowcount

FROM information_schema.columns

WHERE table_name IN ('book', 'book_list_1')

GROUP BY column_name, data_type,column_type

HAVING COUNT(*)=1;

This query looks in the information_schema.columns table. It looks for column differences in the book
and book_list_1 tables, and shows which table, column, and data type that doesn't match.

Oracle

SELECT

table_name,

column_name,

data_type,

data_length,
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data_precision

COUNT(*) AS rowcount

FROM all_tab_columns

WHERE table_name IN ('book', 'book_list_1')

GROUP BY column_name, data_type, data_length, data_precision

HAVING COUNT(*)=1;

The same concept can be done in Oracle, but the table that's queried is different.
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How to See the Differences Between Two Query Results

The earlier example showed a way to find the data differences between two tables.

But what if you want to compare more than just table data - you want to compare the results of two
queries?

You might want to do this as a "before and after" check, if you make changes to a query and want to
check nothing is broken or missing.

Or you want to compare data between two databases or environments.

Here's an example. It's similar to the earlier solution:

● we have two CTEs, one for each query, which we've called "books_around_thousand" and
"books_more_than_thousand"

● we use a UNION ALL to combine the results of two queries
● our main query checks for "records in query 1 and not query 2", and "records in query 2 and not

query 1"

Here's the query.

WITH books_around_thousand AS (

SELECT book_id, title, isbn13, num_pages, publication_date

FROM book

WHERE num_pages BETWEEN 800 AND 1200

),

books_more_than_thousand AS (

SELECT book_id, title, isbn13, num_pages, publication_date

FROM book

WHERE num_pages >= 1000

)

SELECT

'In Around Thousand but not More Than Thousand' AS diff_label,

b1.book_id,

b1.title,

b1.isbn13,

b1.num_pages,

b1.publication_date
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FROM books_around_thousand b1

WHERE NOT EXISTS (

SELECT b2.book_id

FROM books_more_than_thousand b2

WHERE b2.book_id = b1.book_id

)

UNION ALL

SELECT

'In More Than Thousand but not Around Thousand',

b2.book_id,

b2.title,

b2.isbn13,

b2.num_pages,

b2.publication_date

FROM books_more_than_thousand b2

WHERE NOT EXISTS (

SELECT b1.book_id

FROM books_around_thousand b1

WHERE b1.book_id = b2.book_id

);

Our results will show the records that exist in one query but not the other.

Using a CTE allows us to define the queries once and use them many times.

If you want to replicate this example, add your queries you want to check as subqueries, and update
the main query to show the data you want to see.

For more information on using CTEs, check out my guide here:
https://www.databasestar.com/sql-cte-with/
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How to Provide Parameters to Queries

If you're writing a query for an application to use, you may find situations where the same query is
executed but using different parameters.

For example, a customer's order history would show all orders for that specific customer.

One way to do this in SQL is to concatenate a value to the query in the application code.

However, this leaves the code vulnerable to SQL injection attacks.

A better way, which reduces SQL injection attacks and can improve performance, is using bind
variables.

This means you write your SQL with a variable, and the variable is substituted when the query is run.

Here's an example, which shows all orders for a specific customer.

Oracle, Postgres

SELECT

order_id,

order_date,

shipping_method_id,

dest_address_id

FROM cust_order

WHERE customer_id = :cust_id;

In Oracle and Postgres, the : character indicates a bind variable and is replaced with the specified value
when the query is run.

SQL Server

SELECT

order_id,

order_date,

shipping_method_id,

dest_address_id

FROM cust_order

WHERE customer_id = @cust_id;
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The query in SQL Server uses @ to indicate a bind variable.

MySQL

SELECT

order_id,

order_date,

shipping_method_id,

dest_address_id

FROM cust_order

WHERE customer_id = ?;

In MySQL, you use the ? to indicate a bind variable.

If you want to learn more about using bind variables, check out my guide here:
https://www.databasestar.com/sql-bind-variables/
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How to Handle Single Quotes When Inserting or Updating
Data

When working with string values (text values) in SQL, we need to enclose them in single quotes, so
they get treated as text values and not as database table/column/object names.

However, what if the text value itself includes a single quote?

If you try a query like this, you'll get an error:

INSERT INTO publisher (publisher_id, publisher_name)

VALUES (500, 'O'Donnell Books');

This is because the database will think the string ends at the second single quote, which in this example
means 'O'. The rest of the value will not get processed properly, giving you an error.

How can you tell the database that it's all one value, and to ignore that single quote in the middle?

You "escape" the single quote, which is a way of saying "treat it as part of the value and not the code of
the statement".

There are a few ways to do this, but the easiest in my opinion is to put a single quote before any single
quote you want to use. Effectively you translate one sinqle quote into two.

Here's an example:

INSERT INTO publisher (publisher_id, publisher_name)

VALUES (500, 'O''Donnell Books');

Notice that there are two quotes after the O and before the D. This will cause the single quote to be
included in the string that is inserted, and will not show an error.

For more information about escaping single quotes, check out my guide here:
https://www.databasestar.com/sql-escape-single-quote/
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How to Pivot Data (or Show Rows as Columns)

Pivoting data in SQL is something you may need to do occasionally.

One way to generate a pivot is to write  aquery and create the pivot table in a reporting tool, or Excel,
or your application code.

However, you can do this directly in SQL. Each vendor handles it a different way, but you can get a
pivot table-style output in SQL.

Here's the kind of output we're looking for:

product_name North Central South West

A 5 15 6 8

B 8 4 5 3

C 3 9 12 1

The headings across the top are "regions" and are all stored in a column.

How can we create this output?

Oracle

SELECT *

FROM product_sales

PIVOT (

SUM(sale_amount)

FOR store_location

IN ('North', 'Central', 'South', 'West')

);

Oracle allows you to use the PIVOT keyword, to specify a few parameters and generate this output.

SQL Server

SELECT

product_name,

North, Central, South, West
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FROM (

SELECT product_name, store_location, num_sales

FROM product_sales

) AS alias_for_select

PIVOT

(

SUM(num_sales)

FOR store_location IN (North, Central, South, West)

) AS pivot_table;

SQL Server also has a PIVOT keyword that can be used for pivot tables.

MySQL

SELECT

product_name,

SUM(CASE

WHEN store_location = 'North' THEN num_sales ELSE 0 END

) AS north,

SUM(CASE

WHEN store_location = 'Central' THEN num_sales ELSE 0 END

) AS central,

SUM(CASE

WHEN store_location = 'South' THEN num_sales ELSE 0 END

) AS south,

SUM(CASE

WHEN store_location = 'West' THEN num_sales ELSE 0 END

) AS west

FROM product_sales

GROUP BY product_name;
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MySQL does not have PIVOT keyword, but you can generate the same result using the SUM function
and CASE keyword.

This approach also works in other databases, so you can use this if you are more comfortable with it.

Postgres

SELECT *

FROM crosstab(

'SELECT product_name, store_location, num_sales

FROM   product_sales

ORDER  BY 1,2'

) AS num_sales (

"Product_Name" text, "North" text, "Central" text, "South" text, "West"
text

);

In Postgres you use a feature called CROSSTAB. You can specify your query, and the columns to show,
and the output is generated.

For more information on generating Pivot tables in SQL, check out these guides:

https://www.databasestar.com/oracle-sql-pivot/

https://www.databasestar.com/mysql-pivot/

https://www.databasestar.com/sql-server-pivot/

(I haven't yet written one for Postgres.)
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How to Prevent Divide By Zero Errors

Let's say you've got a table that shows all dates for a certain period and some information about the
orders on those dates.

You want to calculate the total order value for each date, and the average for each date.

You could write a query like this:

SELECT

order_date,

SUM(order_total) AS total_order_value,

SUM(order_total) / COUNT(order_id) AS order_total_avg

FROM order_summary

GROUP BY order_date

ORDER BY order_date;

(Note: you could use AVG instead of SUM divided by COUNT, but for the purpose of this
demonstration I'll use COUNT).

An issue could occur if there are no orders on a specific date. This would mean COUNT(order_id)
would return 0. You would then get a "divide by zero" error.

To avoid this, you can use the NULLIF function on the denominator (the value that comes second in the
"divide by" expression).

SELECT

order_date,

SUM(order_total) AS total_order_value,

SUM(order_total) / NULLIF(COUNT(order_id), 0) AS order_total_avg

FROM order_summary

GROUP BY order_date

ORDER BY order_date;

The NULLIF function will check both inputs, and:

● if they match, return NULL
● if they are different, return the first value
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Using the first parameter of COUNT and the second parameter of 0, a check is performed to see if the
count is 0.

If it is zero, then both parameters match, and NULL is returned.

If it is not zero, then the first value is returned, which is the count.

So, NULLIF effectively translates a 0 value to a NULL value. Dividing by NULL will return a NULL value,
rather than a "divide by zero" error. And your query will run.

If you ever have a chance of getting a divide by zero error, consider using NULLIF.

Also, for this particular example, it's probably better to use AVG instead of "SUM/COUNT", as the
issue would be avoided!
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How to Disable Indexes Without Deleting Them

If you're working on improving the performance of a query or your database, you might want to test
the impact of removing some indexes.

Indexes can be deleted from a table. However, this operation can be slow, and if you need to restore
the index you'll need to create it again, which can also take time.

Another approach is to "disable" the index, by setting it to invisible. This will mean the index still exists,
but is not used by the database when running queries. It's also much faster than deleting the index.

You can then do whatever performance testing you want, and re-enable the index if you need to. If you
determine you don't need the index, you can delete it.

Here's how to disable an index.

Oracle, SQL Server

ALTER INDEX idx_order_custid ON cust_order DISABLE;

MySQL

ALTER TABLE cust_order ALTER INDEX idx_order_custid DISABLE;

Postgres currently does not support the ability to disable an index.
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How to Search the Database for a Column

If you know the name of a column, or part of the name, and want to know what table the column is in,
you can do this easily in SQL. You don't need to browse the object explorer in your IDE, or look for the
original Create Table scripts.

You can search the data dictionary in the database for the column name.

Here's how to do it. This example searches for a column containing the word "shipping" in any
database table.

Oracle

SELECT

table_name,

column_name,

data_type

FROM all_tab_columns

WHERE column_name LIKE '%shipping%';

SQL Server, MySQL, Postgres

SELECT

table_name,

column_name

data_type

FROM information_schema.columns

WHERE column_name LIKE '%shipping%';

In Oracle, the table used is all_tab_columns, and in other vendors we use the
information_schema.columns table.

The results will show the table and column name that has been found, as well as the data type.

This can be helpful and a real time saver when looking for data.
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Conclusion

I hope you've found this how-to guide useful. I've kept each of the sections short, just to give a brief
explanation and a solution. Many of the sections have links to posts I've written if you want to know
more or see more examples.

If you find any issues with this guide, or have any questions, let me know at ben@databasestar.com

Thanks for reading!

Ben Brumm

www.DatabaseStar.com
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